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Accessible Instruction and Immersive Activities Developed By Industry-Renowned Experts
Create a foundation for college and career success by providing your Texas high school students with the fundamental 
knowledge and skills they will need to plan for their future. These immersive career and technical courses provide you 
with the flexibility to meet your instructional needs—whether in the classroom, online, or both. Each of these courses 
include a robust digital experience featuring one of our learning management platforms, the ReadAnywhere app that 
provides a mobile-ready eBook with offline capabilities, and may include SmartBook 2.0, our adaptive learning solution 
that individualizes instruction.

Career Explorations 1st Edition © 2024  |  McGraw Hill Student Edition 
978-1-26-543976-7
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-543565-3
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-656885-5

Career Explorations introduces students to hundreds of diverse careers and critical soft skills needed 
to set them on a purposeful path through their academic journey into high school and beyond. Students 
will immerse themselves in each of the 16 career clusters, one chapter at a time, exploring hundreds of 
jobs, salaries, required education, and the steps necessary to build an occupation in  that career 
field. Ideal for students in Grades 6–10.

Marketing Fundamentals 1st Edition © 2024  |  McGraw Hill Student Edition 
978-1-26-660641-0
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-661895-6
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-662684-5

Marketing Fundamentals is the high school student’s guide to understanding the dynamic world of 
marketing. Marketing is no longer just for business majors. Anyone that wants to build awareness  
and influence others should understand the basic principles of marketing outlined in this program. 
Students experience first-hand how to understand buyer behavior, build impactful messaging, 
make data-driven decisions, and create winning marketing strategies.

Entrepreneurship Fundamentals 1st Edition © 2024  |  McGraw Hill Student Edition 
978-1-26-660679-3
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-661928-1
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-663641-7

Entrepreneurship Fundamentals is the high school student’s guide to understanding what it takes 
to bring ideas to life. The digital world has leveled the playing field and every student can be an 
successful entrepreneur—if they are prepared with some basic principles. Students begin each 
chapter with an introduction to a real-life entrepreneurial scenario and experience dialog as they 
learn how to think and solve problems like an entrepreneur.

Careers and Basics of Business, Marketing, and Finance        1st Edition © 2024  |  McGraw Hill Student Edition 
978-1-26-660595-6
6-year Online Student Edition
978-0-07-661817-8
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-662545-9

Careers and Basics of Business, Marketing, and Finance is the high school student’s guide to 
exploring how businesses operate and the key occupations that lead organizations. Nearly 
every student will go on to work for or run a business at some point and a basic understanding of 
how businesses and functional groups within companies operate will help them succeed.

Modern Business Math 1st Edition © 2024  |  Jeffrey Slater, Sharon M. Wittry Student Edition 
978-1-26-629947-6
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-630307-4
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-660035-7

Modern Business Math helps students grasp everyday math concepts needed to succeed in the 
business world and life after high school. From budgeting and financial analysis to taxes and problem 
solving, students experience real-life situations, apply critical thinking skills, and learn how to solve 
problems. A great program for students not pursuing a career or major requiring calculus. Digital 
features include SmartBook 2.0, ReadAnywhere mobile app, and application-based activities and exercises.
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More Personalized. More Productive. More Prepared.

SmartBook® 2.0 delivers personalized, adaptive learning tailored to 
each student’s individual needs by pinpointing knowledge gaps and 
focusing instruction on the concepts that require additional study. 
Teachers can assign a specific chapter, topic, or concept and access 
advanced reporting features that track individual and class progress with 
actionable insights to inform instruction. Note: SmartBook availability 
varies by program.

Essentials of Medical Language 1st Edition © 2024  |  David M. Allan, Rachel C. Basco Student Edition 
978-1-26-551410-5
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-551431-0
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-565906-6

Essentials of Medical Language is designed to help students master the complex language of modern 
health care. Organized by body system in an outside-to-inside sequence, students experience the 
terminology in the same differentiated diagnosis method a physician would use in an examination. 
Authentic patient cases are used to place the student in the shoes of a healthcare professional.  This 
causes more effective retention of terms and how terms relate to each other. Digital features include 
SmartBook 2.0, ReadAnywhere mobile app, and application-based activities and exercises.

The Role of the Athletic Trainer in Sports Medicine: 
An Introduction for the Secondary School Student 2nd Edition © 2021  |  Prentice

Student Edition 
978-1-26-433293-9
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-422191-2
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-441640-0

The Role of the Athletic Trainer in Sports Medicine: An Introduction for the Secondary School Student 
is designed to introduce secondary school students who may be interested in pursuing a career in 
some aspect of health care to the profession of athletic training and the field of  sports medicine.  It 
provides basic information for students on a variety of topics, all of which relate in one way or another 
to health care for the athletic or physically active patient populations.
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For additional information 
visit mheonline.com/texas 

or contact your sales representative 

Essentials of Marketing 17th Edition © 2021  |  Perreault Student Edition 
978-1-26-619898-4
6-year Online Student Edition
978-1-26-622223-8
6-year Print and Digital Student
Bundle
978-1-26-477280-3

Essentials of Marketing is an intermediate course designed for high school programs seeking a more 
in-depth examination of marketing with college-level content. Essentials of Marketing looks at the best 
of marketing where marketing practices meet target  customer needs. This practical, research-based 
program emphasizes a marketing strategy planning approach to the introductory marketing course. 
Digital features in the Open Learning Platform* include SmartBook 2.0, ReadAnywhere mobile app, 
application-based activities and exercises, EZTest, and Writing Assignment Plus.IN
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